Abstract. Many important statistics of signed permutations are realized in the corresponding permutation tableaux or bare tableaux of type B: Alignments, crossings and inversions of signed permutations are realized in the corresponding permutation tableaux of type B, and the cycles of signed permutations are understood in the corresponding bare tableaux of type B. This leads us to relate the number of alignments and crossings with other statistics of signed permutations and also to characterize the covering relation in weak Bruhat order on Coxeter system of type B in terms of permutation tableaux of type B.
Introduction
Since the notion of permutation tableaux was introduced in [12] , there have been a great deal of work on the subject in many different directions. Many equivalent combinatorial objects were introduced for various purposes, new statistics were defined in the relation to the permutation statistics, and extensions in terms of Lie types were considered. Works in the connection to PASEP(Partially Asymmetric Exclusion Process) in statistical physics [9, 8] and Askey-Wilson polynomials [7] are most remarkable among many related works on permutation tableaux.
One of the main importances of permutation tableaux relies on the fact that they are in bijection with permutations and therefore provide another point of view to look at permutations in both types A and B. Some statistics on (signed) permutations are very well understood in permutation tableaux: There are at least two kinds of permutation tableaux and each of them has its own advantage over certain permutation statistics, and statistics naturally defined on permutation tableaux make it possible to develop further combinatorial theories on Coxeter groups.
The inversion number of a (signed) permutation is an important statistic, especially in the theory of Coxeter groups: Inversion number is the length of a (signed) permutation and hence it plays an essential role to understand the Bruhat order on the Coxeter groups of type A and B. However, there was no known way to understand inversions directly in the permutation tableaux. In the present paper we prove a theorem to realize the inversion number directly from the permutation tableaux (Theorem 4.7). The proof of Theorem 4.7 enables us to realize the covering relation in weak Bruhat order on Coxeter groups of both types A and B in terms of permutation tableaux (Theorem 4.5). Inversion numbers are closely related to alignments and crossings, which are relatively new statistics introduced by S. Corteel in [4] for (signed) permutations, and we started our work by closely looking at the alignments and crossings in permutation tableaux of type B, that leads us to prove an equation that writes the sum of alignments and crossings in terms of weak excedances and negatives (Theorem 3.3). Theorem 3.3 resolves a problem (open problem 3) posed by Corteel et al. in [5] . We also show that the number of cycles of a signed permutation counts the number of certain 1's in the corresponding bare tableau of type B and construct the inverse of the zigzag map from the bare tableaux of type B to signed permutations. We make a remark that our works on permutation statistics have been known for the cases of type A (see Proposition 2.9), and we extend the results to cases of type B. The work of ours on Bruhat order in permutation tableaux is new in both types A and B.
The present paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce some necessary notions and related known results associated with signed permutations and permutation tableaux of type B. In Section 3 we do work to understand alignments and crossings of signed permutations in permutation tableaux of type B. Section 4 is devoted to the work to understand inversion numbers in terms of permutation tableaux and hence the weak Bruhat order. Finally, in Section 5, we work on bare tableaux of type B to understand the number of cycles in signed permutations.
Preliminaries
We introduce necessary notations, terms, and summarize known combinatorial results on permutation tableaux of type B (and hence type A) in this section.
For a positive integer n, we use [n] for the set {1, . . . , n} and [±n] for the set {±1, . . . , ±n}. A signed permutation σ of length n is a permutation on [±n] satisfying σ(−i) = −σ(i) for i ∈ [n]. The group of signed permutations is denoted by S B n , and the subgroup of (ordinary) permutations in S B n , which send positive numbers to positive numbers, is denoted by S n . We use two ways to write σ ∈ S B n : In one line notation we write σ = σ 1 , · · · , σ n to mean that σ(i) = σ i for i ∈ [n]. In cycle notation we write σ = (a 1,1 , · · · , a 1,k 1 ) · · · (a m,1 , · · · , a m,km ) where {|a 1,1 |, . . . , |a 1,k 1 |}, . . ., {|a m,1 |, . . . , |a m,km |} are mutually disjoint subsets of [n], to mean that σ(|a i,j |) = a i,j+1 with the convention a i,k i +1 = a i,1 for each i. If i k i = n then the given cycle notation is called the full cycle notation. Note that a single cycle (a) ∈ S B n is the signed permutation σ such that σ(|a|) = a fixing all other elements. Hence, if a > 0 then (a) is the identity permutation and we usually omit (a), a > 0, for a cycle notation of a signed permutation. For example, σ = 4, −2, 1, −3 ∈ S B 4 means that σ(1) = 4, σ(2) = −2, σ(3) = 1, and σ(4) = −3, and a cycle notation for σ is σ = (1, 4, −3)(−2) and this is the full cycle notation of σ. Moreover, τ = −1, 2, 3 ∈ S B 3 is the signed permutation such that τ (1) = −1, τ (2) = 2, and τ (3) = 3, and (−1) is a cycle notation and (−1)(2)(3) is the full cycle notation for τ .
We first give definitions of some statistics on signed permutations.
is a weak excedance of σ if σ(i) ≥ i. The number of weak excedances of σ is denoted by wex(σ).
The number of drops of σ is denoted by drop(σ).
• The number of negative integers in the one line notation of σ is denoted by neg(σ).
• The number of cycles in the full cycle notation of σ is denoted by cyc(σ).
• fwex(σ) := 2 wex(σ) + neg(σ).
, wex(σ) = 1, drop(σ) = 3, neg(σ) = 2, cyc(σ) = 2, and fwex(σ) = 4, and for τ = −1, 2, 3 ∈ S B 3 , wex(τ ) = 2, drop(τ ) = 1, neg(τ ) = 1, cyc(τ ) = 3, and fwex(τ ) = 5. Note that wex(σ) + drop(σ) = n for all σ ∈ S B n . Corteel introduced alignments and crossings on permutations in [4] , and they were also defined for signed permutations in [5] . We define alignments for signed permutations in a different way from the ones in [5] for our arguments, while we use the same definition of crossings for signed permutations as in [5] .
} is the set of nestings or alignments of nested type of σ, and al nest (σ) = |A nest (σ)|. 
is the set of alignments of type NE of σ, and al N E (σ) = |A N E (σ)|.
} is the set of crossings of σ, and cr(σ) = |C(σ)| is the number of crossings of σ.
Our definition of alignments is consistent with the one in [4] for permutations in S n . For two positive integers k ≤ n, a (k, n)-diagram is a left-justified diagram of boxes in a k × (n − k) rectangle with λ i boxes in the ith row, where
A N E (σ) (k, n)-diagram is a (k, n)-diagram together with the stair shaped array of boxes added above, where the jth column (from the left) has (n − k − j + 1) additional boxes for j ∈ [n − k]. We call the (unique) (k, n)-diagram in a shifted (k, n)-diagram the (k, n)-subdiagram, and the (n − k) topmost boxes in a shifted (k, n)-diagram diagonals. See Figure 2 .
Rows and columns of a (k, n)-diagram are labeled as follows: From the northeast corner to the southwest corner, follow the southeast border edges of the diagram and give labels 1, 2, . . . , n in order. If a south edge earned the label i then the corresponding column is labeled by i, and if an east edge earned the label j then the corresponding row is labeled by j. We put the labels on the left of each row and on the top of each column. For a shifted (k, n)-diagram, label the rows and columns of the (k, n)-subdiagram with the numbers in [n] first. Then label the remaining rows as follows; if the diagonal in a row is in the column labeled i, then the row is labeled by −i. We usually put the label on the left of each row and omit the column labels. We use row i, i ∈ [±n], to denote the row labeled by i and col j for the column labeled by j. See Figure 2 . (1) Every column has at least one 1. (2) ( -condition or 1-hinge condition) A box with a 1 above it in the same column and a 1 to the left in the same row has a 1. (3) If a diagonal has a 0, then there is no 1 in the same row.
A bare tableau of type B is a (0, 1)-filling of a shifted (k, n)-diagram that satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Every column has at least one 1.
(2) (0-hinge condition) A box with a 1 above it in the same column and a 1 to the left in the same row has a 0. (3) If a diagonal has a 0, then there is no 1 in the same row. Permutation tableaux (or bare tableaux) of type A are permutation tableaux (or bare tableaux, respectively) of type B such that the diagonals are filled with all 0's. The length of any filling of a (shifted) (k, n)-diagram is n. The set of permutation tableaux of type B (or type A) of length n is denoted by PT B n (or PT n , respectively) and the set of bare tableaux of type B (or type A, respectively) of length n is denoted by BT B n (or BT n , respectively). It is well known that permutation tableaux of type B are in bijection with bare tableaux of type B. ( [6] )
As in [12] , we can represent a permutation tableau of type B in a different way; fill in the boxes outside the diagram (within the k × (n − k) rectangle) with 2's; see Figure 4 . We call this representation the extended representation of T . Then the boxes with 2's bijectively correspond to the alignments of type NE of the corresponding permutation for type A (Theorem 14 in [12] ), which will be proved to be true for the case of type B in Proposition 3.2. PT n → S n in [12] and it was extended to ζ : PT B n → S B n by Corteel and J. Kim in [6] . A bijective zigzag map Φ bare : BT n → S n was defined ( [3, 10, 6] ) and it can be naturally extended to a bijection ζ bare : BT B n → S B n . For a permutation tableau or a bare tableau T of type B, a zigzag path from row j (or col i) in T , is the path starting from the left of row j (or the top of col i, respectively), moving east (or south, respectively) until it meets the right of a row or the bottom of a column where it changes the direction to either south or east whenever it meets a 1. Then the zigzag map ζ : PT B n → S B n is defined as follows: For T ∈ PT B n and i ∈ [n], (1) if i is the label of a row of T , then ζ(T )(i) is the label of the row or the column that the zigzag path from row i ends, (2) if −i is the label of a row of T and row (−i) has 0 in its diagonal, then ζ(T )(i) is the label of the row or the column that the zigzag path from col i ends, and (3) if −i is the label of a row of T and row (−i) has 1 in its diagonal, then ζ(T )(−i) is the label of the row or the column that the zigzag path from row (−i) ends.
The zigzag map ζ bare : BT B n → S B n is defined in the same way. We construct ζ −1
bare in Section 5 which shows that ζ bare is bijective. Zigzag maps ζ and ζ bare are described in Figure 5 . • A 0 in T is of type EE if two zigzag paths passing through the 0 are both from rows of T . The number of 0's of type EE in T is denoted by zero EE (T ).
• A 0 in T is of type NN if two zigzag paths passing through the 0 are both from columns of T . The number of 0's of type NN in T is denoted by zero N N (T ).
• A 0 in T is of type EN if it is not in a zero row labeled by a negative integer and a zigzag path passing through the 0 is from a row and the other is from a column of T . The number of 0's of type EN in T is denoted by zero EN (T ).
• A 0 in T is non-typed if it is not given a type of EE, NN, or EN.
• The number of typed 0's in T is denoted by zero(T );
• The numbers of 1's and 2's in the extended representation of T are denoted by one (T ) and two(T ), respectively.
Remark 2.5. Note that a 0 in a zero row labeled by a negative integer is either of type EE or non-typed, and non-typed 0's appear only in zero rows labeled by a negative integer. The definition of zero(T ) is consistent with the one for permutation tableaux of type A, which is given in [12] .
Lemma 2.6. The number of non-typed 0's in the zero row row
, is the number of zero rows above row (−i), including row (−i) itself.
Proof. Suppose that col α, α ≥ i, has 0 in its diagonal, then the zigzag path from col α must pass a 0 in row (−i), and such 0 is non-typed. Conversely, each non-typed 0 in row (−i) corresponds to a unique 0 on a diagonal, if we follow (backwards) the zigzag path passing the non-typed 0 vertically. This completes the proof.
We introduce some statistics on permutation tableaux or bare tableaux of type B.
Definition 2.7. Let T be a permutation tableau or a bare tableau of type B.
• A 1 is an essential one of T , if it is the topmost 1 in its column or the leftmost 1 in its row. A 1 is a doubly essential one of T if it is both the topmost 1 in its column and the leftmost 1 in its row. The number of doubly essential ones of T is denoted by dess(T ).
• A 1 is a superfluous one of T if it is not the topmost 1 in its column. The number of superfluous ones of T is denoted by so(T ).
• The number of rows of T with 'positive labels', is denoted by row(T ).
• The number of zero rows (filled with all 0's) of T with 'positive labels' is denoted by zerorow(T ).
Remark 2.8. It is easy to see that each zero row of T ∈ PT B n (or T ∈ BT B n ) with positive label is corresponding to a fixed point of ζ(T ) (or ζ bare (T ), respectively).
Certain statistics on permutation tableaux and bare tableaux (of type B) correspond to statistics on (signed) permutations through the zigzag maps ζ and ζ bare : Proposition 2.9 ( [12, 3] ). For T ∈ PT n and T 0 ∈ BT n , (1) wex(ζ(T )) = row(T ), cr(ζ(T )) = so(T ), al nest (ζ(T )) + al EN (ζ(T )) = zero(T ), and
Proposition 2.10 ([6, 5]). For T ∈ PT
B n , wex(ζ(T )) = row(T ), and cr(ζ(T )) = so(T ). We show that al nest (ζ(T )) + al EN (ζ(T )) = zero(T ) and al N E (ζ(T )) = two(T ) also hold for a permutation tableau T of type B in Section 3. Further, we prove that cyc(ζ bare (T 0 )) = dess(T 0 ) + zerorow(T 0 ) also holds for a bare tableau T 0 of type B in Section 5. The following lemma is clear from the definition of ζ and ζ bare , and Proposition 2.10.
• i ∈ wex(σ) if and only if i is a row label of T ,
• i ∈ drop(σ) if and only if (−i) is a row label of T , and • i ∈ neg(σ) if and only if (−i) is a row label of T and the diagonal of row (−i) is filled with 1.
3. Alignments and crossings in permutation tableaux of type B
In this section, we understand the alignments and crossings of signed permutations in their corresponding permutation tableaux of type B.
Lemma 3.1. Two zigzag paths in a permutation tableau of type B crossing at a 0 never cross again at another 0.
Proof. Suppose that they cross at another 0 to the strictly southeast of the first 0, then the 0 must have a 1 above and a 1 to the left. This is a contradiction to the -condition.
The following proposition refines and generalizes the result in [12] (see Theorem 14) to type B. We use EE, NN, or EN to denote 0's of corresponding types in permutation tableaux for convenience. 
Suppose that −i < −j < −σ(j) < −σ(i) holds for a pair (i, j) ∈ A nest (σ). Then, −i and −j are row labels of T since i, j ∈ drop(σ), and there are three cases to be considered depending on the signs of σ(j) and σ(i);
Note that the diagonal entries of row (−i) and row (−j) are uniquely determined for each case, according to Lemma 2.11. We consider two zigzag paths from col i and col j for the first case and two zigzag paths from row (−i) and row (−j) for the second and the third cases, and can check that two paths meet at a unique 0 either of type EE or of type NN in each case; see Figure 6 .
Suppose that −i < j ≤ σ(j) < −σ(i) holds for a pair (i, j) ∈ A nest (σ). Then, −i and j are labels of rows in T and we consider two zigzag paths from row (−i) and row j; it is easy to check that they cross at a unique 0 of type EE by Definition 2.4 and Lemma 3.1. Suppose that i < j ≤ σ(j) < σ(i) holds for a pair (i, j) ∈ A nest (σ). Then two zigzag paths from row i and row j cross at a unique 0 of type EE.
In the above, we showed that each (i, j) ∈ A nest (σ) corresponds to a unique 0 either of type EE or of type NN. It can be easily shown that two zigzag paths passing through a 0 of type EE or NN are from row i and row j for i, j ∈ [±n] or col k and col l for k, l ∈ [n], respectively. This proves the first part of the proposition. 
Suppose that −i < 0 < −σ(i) < σ(j) < j holds for a pair (i, j) ∈ A EN (σ). Then two zigzag paths from row (−i) and col j cross at a unique 0 of type EN; see first two figures in Figure 7 . Suppose that i ≤ σ(i) < σ(j) < j holds for a pair (i, j) ∈ A EN (σ). Then two zigzag paths from row i and col j cross at a unique zero of type EN. See the third figure in Figure 7 . Therefore, each (i, j) ∈ A EN (σ) corresponds to a unique 0 of type EN and it is easy to show that two zigzag paths passing through a 0 of type EN are from row i and col j for i ∈ [±n], j ∈ [n], which completes the proof of the second argument. Recall from the definition that (i, j) ∈ [n] × [n] is in A N E (σ) if and only if σ(i) < i < j ≤ σ(j). Hence, if (i, j) ∈ A N E (σ) then i ∈ drop(σ), j ∈ wex(σ) and i < j. In this case, we let (i, j) ∈ A N E (σ) correspond to the box in row j and col i of the extended representation of T , which is filled with 2. It is easy to check that this correspondence is bijective.
We prove a theorem for the sum of alignments and crossings of a signed permutation, which extends the result on permutations by Corteel in [4] . (col(T ) − diag(T ))(1 + col(T ) − diag(T )) non-typed 0's by Lemma 2.6, since the number of zero rows with negative labels is (col(T ) − diag(T )). Therefore, al(σ) + cr(σ) is
and using the relations row(T ) = wex(σ), diag(T ) = neg(σ), and 2 wex(σ) + neg(σ) = fwex(σ), we finally have [5] ; remember that the definition of 'alignments' of ours is different from the one given by Corteel et al. in [5] .
. We know from Example 2.3 that al nest (σ) = 2, al EN (σ) = 1, al N E (σ) = 2, and cr(σ) = 2. The extended representation of T is in Figure 8 and we have zero EE (T ) = 1, zero N N (T ) = 1, zero EN (T ) = 1, and two(T ) = 2. Hence, al nest (σ) = zero EE (T ) + zero N N (T ) = 2, al EN (σ) = zero EN (T ) = 1, and al N E (σ) = two(T ) = 2. Moreover, since wex(σ) = 1, neg(σ) = 2, and fwex(σ) = 4, we can check that al(σ) + cr(σ) = (5 − 
Weak Bruhat order on Coxeter system of type B
In this section, we consider the weak Bruhat order on Coxeter system of type B in terms of permutation tableaux of type B.
The group S Proof. One can check that σ * (i) = σ ′ * (i + 1) and σ * (i + 1) = σ ′ * (i) while σ * (j) = σ ′ * (j) for all j = i, i + 1 in Figure 9 and Figure 10 . That is, σ ′ * = σ * s i for * = 1, 2. Moreover, it is easy to check that the zigzag path passing through 0 j ′ vertically (or horizontally) in T ′ * is from the same row or column with the one passing through 0 j vertically (or horizontally, respectively) in T * . Figure 9 . Zigzag paths in T 1 and T ′ 1
Remark 4.3. We can show that Lemma 4.2 is also true if we consider two consecutive 'negative' rows row (−i), row (−(i + 1)), i ∈ [n] in Figure 9 instead of positive rows. Figure 10 . Zigzag paths in T 2 and T ′ 2
Our main goal is to illustrate the covering relations in weak Bruhat order on S B n in terms of permutation tableaux of type B: We describe how T = ζ −1 (σ) and
n and let T = ζ −1 (σ) and
is negative, and T ′ is easily obtained by adding one diagonal with 1; see Figure 11 and check that σ ′ (1) = −σ(1). In the following, we consider each case of (WB2)-(WB6), where we use (j, k) to indicate the box in row j and col k in a permutation tableau.
(WB2): Since σ(i) < i and σ(i + 1) ≥ i + 1, we have i ∈ drop(σ) and i + 1 ∈ wex(σ), and the box (i + 1, i) is not in the diagram of T . We can obtain T ′ from T by adding the box (i + 1, i) filled with 1 to T and exchanging the labels i and i + 1; see Figure 11 .
(WB3): Since σ(i) = i and σ(i + 1) ≥ i + 1, we have i, i + 1 ∈ wex(σ) and row i of T is a zero row. To obtain T ′ , delete row i and insert a new column with only one 1 at the downmost box that is right next to the rightmost box of row (i+1) of T and its corresponding (negative) zero row. Relabel the rows and columns to have a new permutation tableau T ′ . See Figure 12 and check that ζ(T ′ ) = σs i . Remark 4.4. In cases (WB5-1), (WB5-2), and (WB6-2), it is possible for us to have a zero column col i, and hence a zero row row (−i) as a result. In this case, delete col i and row (−i) and insert the new zero row row i instead in the resulting permutation tableau. For example, consider σ = −4, 1, 2, −3 ∈ S B 4 and σ ′ = σs 2 ✄ σ. This is case (WB5-1), and col 2 in T ′ is a zero column and row (−2) is a zero row. Thus we insert row 2 with all 0's, while deleting col 2 and row (−2) to make T ′ a permutation tableau; see Figure 16 .
From the arguments that we have developed above, we can classify the covering relations in weak Bruhat order on S B n in terms of permutation tableaux of type B and also can prove a theorem on the inversion number of signed permutations.
We considered all possible cases in which σ ✁σ ′ holds, and we can conclude that σ Proof. Let σ = s a 1 s a 2 · · · s a ℓ be a reduced expression of σ so that ℓ = ℓ(σ). Then
The only signed permutation of length 0 is the identity permutation and the permutation tableau T ∅ corresponding to the identity permutation is the one with n rows and no column, We can rewrite the equation (4.8) in terms of permutation statistics due to Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 2.10. We make a remark that the following equation is proved in [11] for permutations of type A. ℓ(σ) = inv(σ) = 2 al nest (σ) + cr(σ) + n − wex(σ).
Signed permutations and bare tableaux of type B
In this section, we prove a result on the relation between signed permutations and bare tableaux of type B; we prove a theorem on the number of cycles of signed permutations, which extends a theorem by A. Burstein (Theorem 4.2 in [3] ) and construct ζ (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m ) = a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k where k ≥ m. For example, the cycle (2, −3, −1, 4) becomes 2, −2, 3, −3, 1, 4 in our new notation, and (2) = 2 , (−2) = 2, −2 . We call this new cycle a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k a path cycle. A nice thing about 'path cycle' is that the 'zigzag path' from row a i or col a i ends at row a i+1 or col a i+1 in the corresponding bare tableau of a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k , with the convention a k+1 = a 1 . Note that the path cycle i sending i to i, for a positive integer i, is corresponding to the zigzag path from row i when row i is a zero row. If we replace every cycle by its path cycle in a (full) cycle notation of σ ∈ S B n , then we obtain a (full) path cycle notation of σ ∈ S B n . Hence the cyc(σ) is the same as the number of path cycles in the full path cycle notation of σ. Moreover, the number of identity cycles (i) where i > 0 in the full cycle notation of σ and the number of single path cycles i in the full path cycle notation of σ are the same. Proof. Let σ = ζ bare (T ). We draw a graph inside T ; 1's become vertices and two 1's are connected by an edge if they are adjacent vertices in a same row or in a same column, as it was done in [1] . Note that every 1 in a bare tableau is an essential 1 because of the 0-hinge condition. Hence, there can not be a cycle in the graph and we have a forest of (binary) trees. We can observe that each tree (connected component) has a unique doubly essential 1, which we let the root of the tree. Thus, the number of trees in the graph is equal to the number of doubly essential 1's. Moreover, each positively labeled zero row in T is bijectively corresponding to an identity cycle (i), hence, a single path cycle i , i ∈ [n]. Therefore, it is enough to show that each tree in the graph is bijectively corresponding to a 'non-single' path cycle in the full path cycle notation of σ.
We claim that each tree in the graph of a bare tableau is corresponding to a non-single path cycle in the full path cycle notation of σ, consisting of the labeling integers of the vertices in the tree through the zigzag path. We show the claim by induction on the number of vertices.
Let us first consider a tree with a single vertex, at box (a 1 , b 1 ); then the path cycle a 1 , b 1 appears in the full path cycle notation of σ.
We now assume that the claim is true for a tree with at most k vertices. Then let us consider a tree with (k + 1) vertices, whose root is in the box (r 1 , r 2 ). Consider the two cases; one is that the root in the box (r 1 , r 2 ) is connected with only one vertex in the box either (r 1 , r ′ 2 ) or (r ′ 1 , r 2 ), and the other is that the root is connected with two vertices in the boxes (r 1 , r ′ 2 ) and (r ′ 1 , r 2 ). For the first case, removing the root in the box (r 1 , r 2 ) gives a subtree with k vertices corresponding to a path cycle a 1 , . . . , a s by the induction hypothesis. Note that the root of a tree corresponding to a path cycle c 1 , . . . , c m is in the box (min c i , max c i ) because the root is the topmost and leftmost vertex in its tree and each box (a, b) of a bare tableau satisfies a < b. Let (a m , a M ) be the box containing the root of the subtree, then we have either r 1 = a m or r 2 = a M . Without loss of generality we assume that r 1 = a m , then adding the vertex in the box (r 1 , r 2 ) gives an effect of compositing path cycles as a 1 , . . . , a s a m , r 2 and this composition is the path cycle a 1 , . . . , a m , r 2 , a m+1 , . . . , a s .
For the second case, removing the root in the box (r 1 , r 2 ) gives subtrees with r vertices and (k − r) vertices corresponding to path cycles a 1 , . . . , a s and b 1 , . . . , b t , respectively, where 0 < r < k by the induction hypothesis. Let (a m , a M ) and (b m ′ , b M ′ ) be the boxes containing the roots of the subtrees, and we assume that the box (a m , a M ) is right of the box (r 1 , r 2 ) for convenience so we have r 1 = a m and r 2 = b M ′ . Then, adding the vertex in the box (r 1 , r 2 ) gives an effect of compositing path cycles as a 1 , . . . , a s b 1 , . . . , b t a m , b M ′ and  this composition is the path cycle a 1 , . . . , a m , b M ′ +1 , b M ′ +2 , . . . , b t , b 1 , . . . , b M ′ , a m+1 , . . . , a s . This proves the claim and therefore the proof of the theorem is completed.
Note from the proof of Theorem 5.1, that the root of a tree corresponding to the path cycle c 1 , . . . , c u is in the box (r 1 , r 2 ) such that r 1 = min c i and r 2 = max c i . Moreover, when we make a tree by adding a root to connect two subtrees in the above proof, all labels of the subtree below (or right to) the root (r 1 , r 2 ) is placed to the right (or left, respectively) of r 1 and the left (or right, respectively) of r 2 in the corresponding path cycle. From this idea, we give a construction of ζ −1 bare in an explicit way. More precisely, we give a procedure to obtain a tree from each path cycle in the path cycle notation of a signed permutation.
Recall that the labeling set for the rows completely determines the shape of a shifted diagram. We letD be the shifted diagram whose positive labeling set is wex(σ) and we define a bare tableau(filling) T ofD by specifying the boxes filled with 1's:
• Set V = ∅ and C = { a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k }.
• For a 1 , . . . , a l ∈ C do if l = 1, then let C := C \ { a 1 } otherwise choose i, j ∈ [l] such that a i = min{a 1 , . . . , a l } and a j = max{a 1 , . . . , a l } let V := V ∪ {(a i , a j )} and, C := (C \ { a 1 , . . . , a l }) ∪ { a i+1 , . . . , a j , a 1 , . . . , a i , a j+1 , . . . , a l } if i < j, C := (C \ { a 1 , . . . , a l }) ∪ { a 1 , . . . , a j , a i+1 , . . . , a l , a j+1 , . . . , a i } if i > j. , we initially let V = ∅ and C = { 2, −2, 3, −3, 1, 4 }. For 2, −2, 3, −3, 1, 4 ∈ C, the minimum and the maximum of {2, −2, 3, −3, 1, 4} are −3 and 4 respectively. We, hence, have V = {(−3, 4)} and C = { 1, 4 , 2, −2, 3, −3 }. For 1, 4 ∈ C, V becomes {(−3, 4), (1, 4)} and C = { 4 , 1 , 2, −2, 3, −3 }. For 4 ∈ C, that is of length 1, C := C\{ 4 } = { 1 , 2, −2, 3, −3 } and by considering the element 1 ∈ C, C becomes { 2, −2, 3, −3 }. Now for 2, −2, 3, −3 ∈ C, since the minimum is −3 and the maximum is 3, V = {(−3, 4), (1, 4) , (−3, 3)} and C = { 2, −2, 3 , −3 }. Then C becomes { 2, −2, 3 } since −3 is of length 1. If we keep following the process then we finally have V = {(−3, 4), (1, 4) 
